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Working conditions for lawyers in Turkey - trial observation and fact-gathering in Istanbul,
May 2018
Introduction by the Human Rights Committee of the Norwegian Bar Association
In the course of three days in mid-May 2018, the Norwegian Bar Association’s Human Rights
Committee (HRC),1 represented by its member Ms. Maria Hessen Jacobsen, conducted a visit to
Istanbul. Last year we, also this time represented by Ms. Hessen Jacobsen, conducted a trial
observation in Ankara, described in a report which also summarizes post-coup development and the
Human Rights Committee´s major concerns. The report is found on our website2 and in the New
Journal of European Criminal Law. 3 That report provides background to the current report.
As of September 2018, 1546 lawyers have been prosecuted, 590 arrested and 181 have been
convicted4 since the failed coup d’état in 2016. In March 2018 the UN called for an end in the state of
emergency, accusing the Turkish government of mass arrests, arbitrary sackings and interference in
the independence of the judiciary5. More than 160,000 people have so far been arrested, and nearly the
same number of citizens have been dismissed. The numbers are “staggering” according to the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights. In July Turkey ended the state of emergency, but the trials
against lawyers, judges and journalists continue.
The Human Rights Committee of the Norwegian Bar Association work independently and its concerns
are solely based on considerations of international human rights law. The Committee does not hold or
express any opinions regarding internal Turkish political matters. The Human Rights Committee is in
no capacity connected to any political entity in Turkey.
Our representative, Ms. Hessen Jacobsen, observed a criminal trial where defendants were lawyers,
and in addition met with two law firms, a media and law NGO, the Istanbul Bar Association and the
wife of a detained lawyer. The trial observation was carried out in accordance with international
standards for trial monitoring.6 Unfortunately, our representative was not able to meet the prosecutor
or judges in the trial nor with any state officials, due to lack of reply to her requests for such. We
would like to thank all the lawyers and persons who agreed to meet Ms. Hessen Jacobsen and share
their stories, and the other international delegates for their cooperation and support.
Based on our gathered information, the Human Rights Committee of the Norwegian Bar Association
wishes to express the following:
-

We stress the importance for respect for the importance of lawyers’ rights to perform their
duties without “intimidation, hindrance, harassment or improper interference” as stated in

The HRC cooperates with the Norwegian Judges Association and ICJ-Norway (also their student network) in a project named “Norwegian
Coalition of Jurists – Turkey Initiative”. As part of the project we send observers to conduct trial observations and interviews to obtain and
publish information on current state of profession of jurists in Turkey.
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the UN “Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers”, Art. 16. Lawyers have a right not to be
identified with their clients or causes (Art. 18).
We urge the Turkish authorities to have due respect for the right to a fair trial and refer to Art.
6 of the ECHR, Art.14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
We stress the importance of an independent judiciary, as ECHR Art. 6 § 1 and ICCPR Art. 14
§ 1 as a prerequisite of a fair trial. We share the UN concerns on the lack of separation of
powers and the withering rule of law in Turkey.
We urge Turkish authorities to refer from prosecuting lawyers based on statements and actions
protected by the freedom of expression and of assembly in ECHR Art. 10 and Art. 11 and
ICCPR Art. 19.
Several of the charges (terrorism-related) are based on laws that in our opinion does not meet
the required standards of lex certa (In particular §§ 220, 314 and 302 of the Criminal Code)
and we strongly fear that they are not supported by sufficient evidence to merit criminal
persecution.
We take note of the third-party intervention of the Commissioner for Human Rights and the
Special Rapporteur in Alpay v. Turkey (16538/17) § 96-97 underscoring “the political nature
of the decisions ordering and extending pre-trial detention”, and we express our deep concern
regarding this development.
We regret the shut-down of more than 30 bar associations since July 2016. Lawyers are
entitled to form and join independent professional associations (UN principles §§ 23 and 24,
and Art. 22 of the ICCPR), and these are essential for the lawyers’ ability to perform their
duties and thus the well-functioning of the legal system.

“… [the] sheer number, frequency and lack of connection of several emergency
decrees to any national threat seem to point to the use of emergency powers to stifle
any form of criticism or dissent vis-à-vis the Government.”

-
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https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/03/1005442

The following is Ms. Hessen Jacobsen’s report in her own words.
Ms. Hessen Jacobsen´s report
Trial observation “The Cizre protest
Case”8:
There were three different cases where
lawyers stood trial May 10th in the main
Istanbul Court: 1. The continuation of the
KCK trial; 46 lawyers who amongst others
had alleged KCK members as clients. 2. The
ÔHD case, a trial against amongst others the
lawyers of the KCK-lawyers. 3. The most
recent case, a trial against 18 lawyers charged
with propaganda for a terrorist organization
after participating in a protest and publishing
a press statement. The choice fell upon the
latter, as Ramazan Demir - defendant in both
2nd and 3rd trial -, chose to attend this one,
named the “Cizre protest case” or “Propaganda case”. The protest and press statement addressed the
Turkish government’s actions and curfew in Cizre in 20159.
Demir was in 2017 awarded with the IBA Human Rights award10. The other charged lawyers were
Avni Güçlü Sevimli, Şerafettin Can Atalay, Sinan Zincir, Sezin Uçar (detained), Onur Şahinkaya,
Neziha Eken, Naciye Demir (detained), Mustafa Rüzgar, Mehmet Űmit Erdem, Banu Güveren, Baran
Doğan, Diren Yeşil, Ebru Timtik (detained), Ercan Kanar, Gökmen Yeşil, Güray Dağ, Hüseyin
Boğatekin11.
The courtroom and building were modern, well lit, ok sized, ventilated and temperate. Signs properly
identified the court. The court protocol was typed by a registrar. In the audience I was joined by
approximately 20 other observers from Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, England and France in
addition to locals and lawyers.
The three judges were on an elevated bench, joined on their right-hand side by the prosecutor at same
level. The defence bench was placed on the judges’ left, floor level. There were at least 7 defence
lawyers. The 7 male defendants present were placed facing the judges, their backs to the audience.
The 3 female defendants, among them Sezin Ucar and Ebru Tiftik, were held in detention on other
charges. One of the defendants was present on video link, one not reached due to technical challenges,
while ms. Ucar was escorted to the courtroom by guards. She was uncuffed, wore plain clothes12, and
could greet and hug her friends and colleagues. The lawyers of the two defendants not present stated
that they would not give their defence statement via video link; claiming violation of fair trial rights.
The defendant present on video link complained about poor visibility and audio.
The charges were read aloud by the judge; the accusations were propaganda for a terrorist organization
and violations of regulations on public gatherings.
The defence lawyers took turns giving statements on procedural and material issues and could speak
uninterrupted on length. They stated that the prosecutor had failed to obtain a required permission
8

Summary. Full report upon request: mhj@alvheim-hansen.no
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34222286
10 https://www.ibanet.org/Article/NewDetail.aspx?ArticleUid=46952c12-9f1c-499e-83a9-d870137b0703
11 http://www.advocatenvooradvocaten.nl/13299/turkey-l4l-and-ftw-in-istanbul-for-hearings/
12 Recently, a new rule on prison uniforms in court was made, but still is not effectuated.
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from the Ministry of Justice to file indictments, and that the absence of some defendants constituted a
beach of fundamental fair trial rights.
The defence furthermore argued that the trial was a sham as the actions of the defendants lay well
within their freedom of expression and assembly, and their duty to speak up on and address human
rights violations. Furthermore, they argued that the necessary element of incitement to terrorism or
violence was absent in the actions of the defendants. As the protest did not incite violence the police
could not even commence investigative measures, far less prosecute the actions.

“(…) The Court (…) has consistently held that where the views expressed do not
constitute incitement to violence – in other words, unless they advocate recourse to
violent actions or bloody revenge, justify the commission of terrorist acts in pursuit of
their supporters’ goals and can be interpreted as likely to encourage violence by
instilling deep-seated and irrational hatred towards specified individuals – the
Contracting States cannot restrict the right of the public to be informed of them (…)”
-

ECHR Mehmet Altan v. Turkey13 2018

Sezin Ucar approached the witness stand, stated she would not give her defence statement since all her
co-defendants were not present in the courtroom. She added that the arrests and charges were brought
because of the lawyers’ ideology and their practicing of freedom of speech. The statements and
objections were repeated by her co-defendant Ramazan Demir, who as the defence lawyers asked for a
dismissal of the trial.
The prosecutor gave a brief statement, arguing that he did not need permission from the Ministry of
Justice for filing charges. The judges then decided not to dismiss the case. Finally, the court made a
statement that all defendants should be present in the trial and the defence be given time for
preparations. The next hearing was set for November 8th.
After the trial, we were invited to attend the Thursday
solidarity gathering in the court building’s centre.
Many lawyers wearing stickers with the text
“Savunmaya özgürlük – Herkes icin adalet”
(“Freedom for defence – justice for everyone”)
gathered around noon. Next the defence team and
defendees of the trial held an appeal on the steps of
the court building entrance. Police officers and guards
kept
onlookers at a
distance but
made no
attempt to
interrupt the
speeches
made.
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Visit to Media and Law association14 in
Istanbul:
Turkey currently ranks in 157th place on World
Press Freedom Index. As of today, 180 journalists
are detained, and several have been convicted to
severe sentences15. The NGO was founded in
December 2017 and provides free legal aid to
journalists, filing complaints to the Concession
Court and the ECHR. One of its founders Veysel
Ok, himself stood trial May 9th, charged with
offending the judicial system after criticizing the
government in a newspaper interview.
Mr. Veysel has been involved in more than 400
cases, was involved both in the case of the
Turkish- German Die Welt journalist Deniz
Yucel, and in the cases of journalists Altan and
Alpay, which the ECHR recently ruled had had
their rights after articles 5 (liberty) and 10
(freedom of expression) breached16. Mr. Ok and
his associate talked on length about the mentioned
flaws in the present judicial system in a country
ruled by decree legislation.

Later in the day I visited Halkin Hukuk Barosu
(“People’s Law Bureau”), a law firm run without
any of the company’s 19 lawyers, as they are all
detained. The firm’s clients - counting more than
300-, are all served by trainees, students and three
lawyers from other firms. The 19 lawyers were all
arrested in simultaneous raids by police in
September 2017, charged with “membership in an
armed terrorist organization” (DHKP_C). The firm’s
lawyers represented amongst others Nuriye Gülmen
and Semih Özakca, the two Turkish educators who
went on a 324-day long hunger strike after being
dismissed from their jobs by a state emergency
decree17. Only days prior to their trial, the
prosecution ordered the arrest of their lawyers18.
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https://medyavehukuk.org/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43899489
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The police raids used to occur so often the firm had installed an armoured door. The door is not there
to keep the police out altogether, but to buy time to open the door before its busted. The firm’s
employees told us about the illegal raids being carried
out by the police. The police don’t abide by the legal
requirements for raiding and searching a law office; an
official of the Bars presence and signature is needed for
the raid to be performed legally. The Bar officials will
refuse to comply if the police should request their
signature, as they haven’t been present.
The trainee lawyers told us about several threats to the
performance of lawyer’s duties and to the independence
of lawyers. The lawyers who speak out or merely
represent dissidents are arrested, evidence is either not
presented or hard to obtain, and the charges often based
on vague-worded acts and decrees. They describe the
raids and arrests as pure harassment. In some cases,
charges are based on secret witness’ statements. In one
case, secret witness statements from 2013 were used to
charge a lawyer in 2018.
Sukriye Erden is one of the arrested lawyers. She
represented two men who at one point took a
prosecutor hostage19, in the aftermath of the death of
Berkin Elvan, a 14-year-old boy hit by tear gas cannister in Gezi park in the 2013 protests. The police
asked her to help negotiate with her clients -the hostage takers-, and recently used the tapes from these
negotiations as evidence against her.
In detention, Sukriye Erden and her colleagues are facing difficulties. We were told stories about
lawyers subjected to violence by prison officials, and withdrawal of visitation and library privileges.
Censorship of prisoners correspondence is common20.
Recently the authorities decided by decree that lawyers charged with a crime cannot represent clients
charged with the same crime category. With all the lawyers currently charged with supporting terrorist
organizations, this constitutes a major obstacle for the lawyers’ professional duties.
The offices of Halkin Hukuk Barosu were last raided only 2 weeks prior to our meeting. They are not
receiving the amount of support they would like from the Istanbul Bar.
The hearing in the case of the 19 arrested lawyers will be held September 10th 2018.
Added update 18.09.18:
17 of the lawyers were released September 14th 2018, but then ordered rearrested straight away. The
Istanbul bar Association has strongly condemned the arrests, and calls them a disgrace.21
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http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-32129012
https://stockholmcf.org/letter-sent-by-jailed-lawyer-completely-censored-by-turkish-prison-authorities/
http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/1083951/Dun_serbest_birakilan_avukatlara_gozalti_karari.html

Visit to Ezilenerin Hukuk Barosu («Law Office for the Oppressed”):
This is the law firm which one of the
detained defendants in the trial
observed belong to, Ms. Sezin Ucar. 5
of their lawyers along with one intern
were arrested in October 201722. Out of
these, Sezin ucar and her colleague
Ôzlem Gümüstas are still detained.
Their trial is scheduled July 16th and
17th.
Among the actions allegedly
supporting the charges on terror
organization are proof that the lawyers
attended memorials, funerals and
medical examination of former clients
supposedly connected to terrorist
organizations. They have also
represented and assisted families in
extracting the remains of family members who died fighting in Syria, among these Ivana Hoffman 23.
The firm’s lawyers not detained are charged with the same charges as the detainees, and do not
understand the necessity of keeping the two lawyers in pre-trial detention. The official reason given is
risk of plight. The indictment which should have been present from the outset was given in May 2018.
The prosecutor is unreachable.
The employees of this law firm also complain about the lack of support from the Istanbul Bar. The
lawyers would at least like the Bar’s presence in observing the trials. The Bar is believed to be under a
lot of political pressure, and refrains from interfering in cases with a political profile.
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Meeting with the Istanbul Bar
Association:
Together with the Dutch delegation I had
a meeting with the president of the
Istanbul Barosu, Mr. Mehmet
Durakoglu and the president of the Bars
foreign relations department Mr. Metin
Uracin. The Istanbul Bar is the largest
Bar in the world, with approximately
40.000 members. It was founded in 1878.
The president described in detail the postcoup difficulties facing lawyers. The
government’s effort to fight terrorism is
misused to fight dissidents and opponents
of the regime. “We cannot even talk
about equality of arms”, he stated. The
prosecution of many lawyers is directly
linked to their performance of professional duties. Who they represent is crucial. He described the
current atmosphere as dark. The Bars first and foremost request is to have the current state of
emergency lifted, as it creates severe difficulties to the Rule of Law and performance of basic duties.
The Bars international relations are at times strained, as they operate from a country who does not
abide by international standards of human rights law, under heavy political pressure. 34 bar
associations have so far been dissolved involuntarily. The Istanbul Bar serves members of all political
views and affiliations, and fight for their common values.
The president confirms that searches and raids on law firms are taking place without the presence of a
Bar official. The Bar has tried filing protest to the prosecutor’s offices. Lately, the police have made
use of a dual structure. If the charges against lawyers are not based on actions carried out in
professional duties, the police consider the requirement of Bar presence unnecessary. The Bar express
grave concern that these pretexts are false. Lawyers might also be charged based on actions not related
to their professional duties, but when examining indictments, the distinction between professional and
private capacity is not so clear.
Regarding the law firms’ wish that the Bar takes a stronger stand in the detained and charged lawyers’
cases, the Bar reassures us that they send representatives to all trial hearings where members are
defendants. They also warn that in some cases, the presence of European trial observers may be
negative for the defendants’ chances of fair trial, as the suspicions against them might increase on
allegations of cooperation with foreign states. The Bar could easily release press statements more
often, but also need to take care of their position in contact with the state, which might benefit the
members more.
Finally, the president assures that while the current political turmoil in Turkey is both serious and
endless, the 140-year-old Bar has existed to see many government regimes come and go. The Bar has
been and will be here still also after this.

Meeting with Gulsum Aydin, wife of lawyer Mustafa Aydin24:
Mrs. Aydins husband Mustafa Aydin, is a Turkish lawyer and member of
the Istanbul Bar. He has been held in pre-trial detention in Silivri prison
since august 2016, charged with membership of an armed terrorist
organization25 (article 314/2 of the Turkish Penal Code). He is suffering
from prostate cancer and a hernia and does not receive the necessary
medical treatment according to his wife and international NGO’s26. Mrs.
Aydin meanwhile takes care of their two boys, one of which is disabled
(he has Downs syndrome and cannot speak). I met with Mrs. Aydin at her
home in Başakşehir, also meeting her sons and a neighbour. I was
accompanied by the Dutch delegation, and an interpreter.
Mr. Mustafa Aydin’s case
Until his arrest, Mr. Aydin ran a small one-lawyer firm, working on cases
in criminal and financial crime segment. He was arrested following the
attempted coup d’etat in 2016, accused of membership of the Gülen movement. The indictment was
only given in November 2017. During his police interrogations, he was asked about use of Bylock27,
and possession of a one-dollar bill (seen by government as proof of Gülen attachement).
A witness, Mr. Fahri Toga claims Aydin’s transfer of 50.000 dollars to him was in fact a Gülen
contribution, while Aydin claims the sum was payment for legal services.
Mr. Aydins wife and several international NGO’s claim the charges against Mr. Aydin are fake, and
the real reasons for his arrest are the following: He was hired as defence attorney for one of the police
officers who investigated allegations of money laundering and bribery amongst AKP members,
including family members of Erdogan28. The police officer was among those arrested December 2013.
Mr. Aydin made a press statement when his client was not released after 18 months in detention. This
statement is now included in his case file.

Mrs. Aydin claims her husband
does not get the treatment he
needs for his conditions. He is
brought to hospital regularly, but
in a very uncomfortable bus with
20 other inmates on a full day
journey. However, he is not
given treatment or medication.
Mrs. Aydin suspects the
treatment is denied on purpose.
She is afraid Mr. Aydin’s cancer
will develop past curable stages
before he is released.
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My gratitude to the Dutch delegation from L4L, Dutch Bar and Fair Trial Watch for major report support.
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“(…) the CCBE respectfully urges your Excellency to ensure that Mustafa Aydin is
released immediately and that he receives necessary medical treatment as it is
believed that his arrest is solely motivated by his activity as a lawyer. In addition, the
CCBE asks you to take all the necessary measures to guarantee that all lawyers in
Turkey are able to perform their professional duties without fear of reprisal,
hindrance, intimidation or harassment, in order to preserve the independence and
integrity of the administration of justice.”
-

Antonin Mokrý, president CCBE 20. April 201829

A court request was made in April for Mr. Aydin’s release on health grounds. The ministry of Justice
assured the court that Aydin is receiving all medical care needed. This is a lie, according to Mrs.
Aydin. The court shortly after declined the request.
Update July 2018:
A joint statement published June 27th from among others the IBA-HRI, Lawyers 4 lawyers and signed
by the HRC of The Norwegian Bar Association demanded the release of Mr. Aydin. Mr. Aydin was
released pending trial and has since received medical treatment including surgery.

§ 211 “(…)even where such serious charges have been brought, pre-trial detention
should only be used as an exceptional measure of last resort when all other measures
have proved incapable of fully guaranteeing the proper conduct of proceedings.”
-
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ECHR in Mehmet Altan v. Turkey (13237/17)

http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/speciality_distribution/public/documents/HUMAN_RIGHTS_LETTERS/Turkey__Turquie/2018/EN_HRL_20180420_Turkey_Arbitrary-arrest-and-denial-of-medical-treatment-of-lawyer-Mustafa-Aydin.pdf

